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 The Underground Palace 

While explaining the logic to Benjamin, Natalie turned around and shot daggers at the 
giant doll behind her. 

Does King think he’s God, who can easily manipulate people with a prank like this? 

Does he think he can stir up fear in our minds and force us to fend for ourselves? 

Struck dumb, Benjamin stood still and stared at Natalie. Had he not entered this secret 
chamber with this woman, he would have gone bonkers when he heard the beta waves. 

“You’re an incredible woman, Natalie, so much more incredible than I imagined.” 

“Oh,” Natalie responded casually and started walking on the walkway. 

The tunnel-like walkway was in total darkness. 

But when Natalie stepped on the walkway, the path instantly brightened up. 

A cold white light illuminated the entire walkway, causing the enclosed space to emit a 
strange vibe. 

Natalie studied the space closely and noticed that cables, which gave out lights, were in 
use. 

If these cables were all connected to some lab equipment, the underground base might 
be a futuristic palace-like underground research chamber. 

Natalie and Benjamin would not have believed it had they not witnessed this with their 
eyes. Never did they expect this kind of facility to exist in the country! 

“This is Blaze.” Benjamin gritted his teeth. “These people would utilize the state-of-the-
art technologies to commit the vilest deeds!” 

“Let’s look for the antidote first. We’ll talk about the next course of action later.” 
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Natalie, too, hated Blaze to the bone. 

But she would not allow her hatred to cloud her thoughts, as she was determined to 
attain her ultimate goal. 



“Come on. Let’s go.” 

The three-hundred-foot walkway was built along a slope. Although Natalie was walking 
downhill, she did not feel uncomfortable as a proper ventilation system was installed 
along the passage. 

When she reached the end of the walkway, she keyed in the password Yara had left 
behind and managed to access the other side of the enclosed space. 

Natalie could not believe her eyes when she stepped into the realm ahead of her. 

The underground chamber was nothing like a palace. On the contrary, it was a living 
hell. 

The entire underground base was about sixty-six foot tall. The building housed rows and 
rows of machines that ran at full capacity. Each of them contained liquids that came in 
different colors. 

Natalie and Benjamin found specimens of different animals soaked in the transparent 
liquid. These specimens bobbed up and down in the machines as if they were still alive. 

Natalie could not help but feel disgusted by what she saw. 

The diary that Yara had left behind contained the floor plan of the entire underground 
base and the exact spot where she stored the most important drugs. 

Natalie and Benjamin explored the premises according to the markers Yara wrote in the 
diary and did not encounter any problems. 

When Natalie was about to enter the central pharmacy, she heard an elderly man’s 
voice from behind. “Ms. Yara? What brings you here today?” 

Natalie instantly knew the people in the base had mistaken her for Yara. She turned 
around and played along. “I came to check on the progress.” 

Clad in a white robe, the man, probably in his seventies, had a full head of gray hair and 
wore a pair of black-rimmed glasses. 

Standing beside him was a mild-mannered young man who seemed to be in his 
twenties. But somehow, there was a cunning look on his face. 

“Ah, okay.” Ranzoph, also known as Professor Vangleland, grinned like a cheeky 
teenager. “We’ll be able to give you the results soon! Once we can alter the genes of a 
newborn, we should be able to subtitle the child with any genes that we want!” 



Natalie sized up the elderly man. This man might seem a little eccentric, but there’s 
nothing unusual about him. 

“All right then. Good luck!” 

“Don’t worry, Ms. Yara. I’ll complete the experiment as soon as possible. We should be 
able to bless the world with this technology in no time!” 

His remark rendered Natalie speechless. 

She had no idea what Blaze told this professor, but the outcome of his lab experiment 
would definitely not benefit the entire human race. 

Natalie did not want to waste time talking to the professor as she needed to find the 
antidote as soon as possible. “I’ll attend your briefing next time. I need to go to the 
central pharmacy now.” 
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 Exposed 

Razoph gave her a smile. “All right then.” 

Natalie and Benjamin then turned around and left. 

She heaved a sigh of relief after walking away from Ranzoph. Phew, thank goodness he 
didn’t realize I wasn’t Yara. 

But there’s something strange about the professor. I don’t think Blaze forced him to 
come here. It seems he enjoys working in this underground base. 

Natalie thought she would find out more about Ranzoph after obtaining the antidote. 

After watching Natalie and Benjamin leave, Ranzoph turned to the young man and 
grinned. “Seamus, don’t you think Ms. Yara looks different today? She seems friendlier. 
Can you believe she was willing to listen to me talk about my experiment?” 

Seamus knitted his brows, adjusted the glasses on his nose, and kept mum. 



Ranzoph did not pay much attention to Seamus’ reaction and continued, “You know, in 
the past, Ms. Yara would never bother to look at me. She must have thought I was 
crazy! I wonder if she has changed her impression of me since I’ve made great strides 
in my lab work. If that’s the case, I must work harder and not let her down! Can’t wait to 
share my progress with her soon!” 

The elderly man giggled. It was as if he was living in his own world. 

Seamus contemplated what Ranzoph said and fell into deep thought. 

He had seen Yara before and knew what she looked like. 

But the woman they bumped into earlier did not exude the same vibe as Yara. 

Could she be… 

Right then, Seamus thought of something and immediately turned to Ranzoph. 
“Professor Vangleland, I need to return to the office to collect some documents. I’ll be 
back in a short while, so please wait for me!” 
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Professor Vangleland expressed his dismay. “How could you forget something so 
important? Quick, go and get it now!” 

“All right!” Seamus returned to the office. 

Instead of looking for the documents, he gave Gale a call. “Mr. Gale.” 

“You sound anxious. What’s wrong?” Gale asked. “Did something happen to the old 
man?” 

“Nope. It’s not about the old man.” Seamus tightened his grip on the phone. “It’s Yara. I 
saw Yara in the underground base. She came with someone I’d never seen before and 
said she wanted to visit the central pharmacy.” 

“Yara? What the f*ck? Are you kidding me?” Gale cussed. “I shot her in the forehead, 
and now you’re telling me she’s alive? What bullsh*t are you talking about?” 

Wait a minute… 

Gale realized something was amiss. “You’re not kidding, are you? Did you really see 
Yara with your own eyes?” 



Seamus replied in a serious voice, “I’m not kidding. She was standing right in front of 
me earlier—a living person, not a ghost! If you’re sure you’d killed Yara, then someone 
else must have intruded the underground base!” 

Someone else? 

Another person’s face popped up in Gale’s mind. 

Since Yara is dead, the person who appeared in the underground base must be Natalie! 

“Oh, no!” Gale stepped on the car’s accelerator and started heading toward the 
underground base. “Activate the alarm, Seamus! The woman is not our ally. She’s our 
enemy! Stop her from entering the central pharmacy. Stop her at all costs!” 

Gale was thunderstruck. 

F*ck! 

King had poured his blood, sweat, and tears into building this underground empire and 
made every entrance to this base as secretive as possible. 

Many people had tried intruding into the underground base but were all killed before 
they could enter the building. That was why Gale was surprised that Natalie managed to 
infiltrate the highly secluded establishment. 

Natalie Nichols, who the h*ll are you? How on earth did you manage to come in? 
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 You Cannot Run Away 

Should Natalie enter the central pharmacy and sneak drugs out of the underground 
base, Blaze would have to deal with unimaginable consequences. 

A murderous glint flashed across Gale’s eyes. 

King has yet to mark Natalie his target, but this woman is much more capable than I 
imagined. 



If we don’t take her down while we can, she could turn around and bite us! 

Besides stopping Natalie from infiltrating the central pharmacy, Gale was determined to 
kill her! 

Meanwhile, back at the central pharmacy, Natalie leaned forward and positioned one of 
her eyes in front of the scanner. 

For her to get into the central pharmacy, the biometric system had to recognize her iris. 

The biometric system then greeted her, “Welcome.” 

Though Natalie did not experience any difficulties during the verification process, she 
felt conflicted. After all, the only reason she could access the central pharmacy was that 
her iris was ninety-nine percent similar to Yara’s. 

Benjamin froze for a bit. 

Natalie turned to him and said, “Let’s go.” 

After entering the central pharmacy, Natalie could finally take a closer look at the 
cabinet with dark grey glass covers. 

Each section of the cabinet was labeled with different codes, starting from YF-One to 
YF-Thirty. Different sections contained different drugs. While some were capsules, the 
rest were either in liquid or gel form. 

All of a sudden, an alarm started blaring all over the underground base. 
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Benjamin’s eyes narrowed. “Shoot! They know we’re here. We’ve to find the antidote 
and get out of here as fast as possible!” 

Natalie pressed her lips and remained quiet. 

Since she had no idea which drug Yara wanted to inject her with, she could only walk 
back and forth and scrutinize the drugs in all of the thirty sections. 

Of all thirty sections in the cabinet, only YF-Six, YF-Fourteen, YF-Twenty-Five, and YF-
Twenty-Nine contained liquid bottles. 

Natalie took out all the bottles and placed them inside her bag. 



Since someone had triggered the alarm, she did not have the time to distinguish the 
antidote from the poison on the spot. The safest way was for her to bring all the liquid 
bottles back to study them in detail. 

When Natalie was about to retrieve the liquid bottles from the YF-Six section, she heard 
a man’s voice from behind. 

“Freeze! Hands in the air!” The man then aimed his gun at them. 

“Put the drugs down. These are valuable assets to our organization. You can’t take 
them with you!” the man warned. 

Natalie and Benjamin looked up and realized he was that mild-mannered young man 
who stood next to Ranzoph. 

Yet, Natalie ignored his warning and continued packing the liquid bottles from the YF-
Six section. She then nonchalantly stood up and asked, “Why can’t I take them with 
me? I can enter this place without issues, so why are you questioning my identity?” 

“And who are you to aim your gun at me? What you’re doing is not in line with the 
organization’s security policy,” she added. 

Natalie thought she could get away by pretending to be Yara. 

Upon hearing that, Seamus let out a cold snort. He aimed his gun at Natalie’s chest. 
“Stop acting, you imposter! I’ve checked with the management, and they told me Yara 
Nichols is dead! In other words, you are not Yara!” 

Natalie was struck dumb when she heard that. 

When Seamus was about to fire a shot at her, he said, “The organization’s management 
knows you’re here. You can’t run away from them!” 

Natalie could not help but clench her fists. The force she exerted was so strong that 
even her knuckles started to turn white. 

She knew Samuel was waiting for her and wanted him to live on. 

He must survive this. He mustn’t die before me! 

That was her conviction. 

“Professor! Professor!” Natalie looked behind Seamus and asked with a look of disbelief 
in her eyes, “W-What are you doing here?” 
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